
Yang Style Taijiqiang (13 Power Spear) 楊式太極十三勢槍
Translated and interpreted by Sam Masich (馬希奇)

I. Taijiqiang Thirteen Spear Energies1

 太極槍十三勁2

Eight Gates Spear Energies 八門槍勁

1. Open    kāi 開 ☰
2. Close    hé  合 ☷
3. Point    diǎn 點 ☲
4. Thrust    zhā  扎     ☵
5. Slip     huá     滑 ☱
6. Hold-up    liāo     撩 ☶
7. Stab     cì 刺 ☳
8. Stir     bō 撥 ☴
Five-phases Spear Energies 五行槍勁
9. Bear -up      dài      帶  金
10. Intercept     jié       截  水
11. Burst     béng  崩  木
12. Split     pī    劈 火
13. Bind     chán  纏  土

II. Taijiqiang Thirteen Method Spear3

太極槍十三法槍

Eight Spear Methods 八槍法
Players begin facing each other: left foot advance; weight 
back; left hand forward on spear; right hand at the grip. 
Maintaining this orientation attacker takes a half-step 
forward on each thrust.

Four Part Parry Spear
1. (Start with spear down to left-side)

Ⓐ thrusts to Ⓑ’s stomach; Ⓑ opens up & right (kāi)
Ⓐ thrusts to Ⓑ’s shoulder; Ⓑ opens up & left (kāi)
Ⓐ thrusts to Ⓑ’s foot; Ⓑ opens down & left (kāi)
Ⓐ thrusts to Ⓑ’s throat; Ⓑ opens up & right (kāi)
(to reverse sides: Ⓑ thrusts • variations: i. beating ii. sticking)

Four Part Sticky Spear
2. (Start with spear up to left-side)

Ⓐ thrusts to Ⓑ’s heart; Ⓑ seals down & right (péng)
Ⓐ thrusts to Ⓑ’s knee; Ⓑ opens down & left (kāi)
Ⓐ thrusts to Ⓑ’s shoulder; Ⓑ slips up & right (huá)
Ⓐ thrusts to Ⓑ’s throat; Ⓑ circles clockwise & down (bō)
(to reverse sides: Ⓑ thrusts • variations: i. beating ii. sticking)

Five-phases Spear Energies 五行槍勁4

1. Hurl     qiāo 擲 金
2. Divide   liè 挒 水
3. Burst   bēng 崩 木
4. Split    pī 劈 火
5. Bind    chán 纏 土

III. Taijiqiang 13 Part Spear Structure

十三段太極槍的構造5

Staff Body         gùn shēn      棍身
1. Base                tuō           托
2. Grip          bǎshou               把手
3. Shaft Lower ⅓ Section     gǎn xià bù          杆下部
4. Shaft  Middle ⅓ Section  gǎn zhōng bù     杆中部
5. Shaft  Upper ⅓ Section   gǎn shàng bù     杆上部
6. Staff Head        gùntóur       棍頭兒

Spear Head         qiāngtóur       槍頭兒
7. Spear Tip        qiāngjiānr        槍尖兒
8. Inner Flat        jìn lǐ yāo      近裡腰
9. Outer Flat        yuǎn wài yāo     遠外腰
10. Lower Cutting Edge     xiàrèn         下刃
11. Upper Lower Edge       shàng rèn      上刃
12. Lower Heel        xià gēn      下根
13. Upper Heel        shàng gēn         上根



1 Taiji spear is also known as ʻthirteen power spearʼ (shísān shì qiāng 十三勢槍). A thirteen power structure (4+4=8+5=13) 
similar to that found in taijiquan barehand study can be found within the two methods of ʻthirteen spearʼ.
In the first section the thirteen spear energies are portrayed individually. Regarding the eight gates spear energies: the 
first four ʻsquare energiesʼ are expressed as methods in which the spear ʻslidesʼ in the fore-hand allowing the body to 
maintain squareness in its expression of force. The ʻdiagonal energiesʼ are actions which leave the fore-hand in place thus 
causing the body to move from, across or around the central axis.
The five phases spear energies reflect ʻopponent strategiesʼ rather than specific weapon usage. They follow the wuxing 
(wǔxíng 五行) ʻengenderingʼ and ʻcontrolʼ cycles:
The engendering cycle follows this logic: If one ʻinterceptsʼ an attack (jié; waterʼ 水) it is possible to draw the opponent’s 
spear out with ‘collapse’ (béng; wood 木); this creates opportunity for attack, represented by ʻsplitʼ (pī; fire 火); after 
attacking, one deals with, parries or counter attacks by ʻbindingʼ (chán; ʻearthʼ 土); ʻbindingʼ creates the conditions for 
ʻbearing-upʼ (dài; ʻmetalʼ 金) uprooting the opponent.
The control cycle unfolds as follows: if Ⓐ attacks represented by ʻsplitʼ (pī; fire 火), Ⓑ ʻinterceptsʼ (jié; ʻwaterʼ 水ʻ); once 
intercepted Ⓐ ʻbindsʼ (chán; ʻearthʼ 土) suppressing Ⓑ spear; to avoid entanglement Ⓑ ʻcollapses’ (béng; ‘wood’ 木) lifting 
Ⓐʼs spear; whereupon, Ⓐ ʻcarriesʼ (dài; metalʼ 金) Ⓑ upward (or outward); giving Ⓑ the opportunity to disengage, and 
drop into ʻsplitʼ (pī; fire 火). The cycle, seen below, repeats:

Ⓐ split 火       Ⓑ intercept 水 
Ⓐ bind 土           Ⓑ collapse 木
                   Ⓐ bear-up 金

2 The original order for the thirteen spear energies from Chen Yanlinʼs 1943 manual: Taiji Boxing, Sabre, Sword, Pole, 
Sparring Compiled (Taiji Quan, Dao, Jian, Gun, Sanshou Hebian 陳炎林 太極拳刀劍桿散手) was:
1.kāi 開 2.hé 合 3.péng 崩 4.pī 劈 5.diǎn 點 6.zhā 扎 7.bō 撥 8.liāo 撩 9.chán 纏 10.dài  帶 11.huá  滑 12.jié 截 13.cì 刺

3 The second section deals with two sets of cyclical exercises to reveal the ʻeight gatesʼ (八門). Each comprises four 
actions. The first series develops zhan-nian jin (sticking-adhering energy) by guiding force medially using circular sticking 
technique. The second four direct force outward by lateral guiding. The last five are individual energy/technique studies 
which are also related to the five phases. These correspond well with those of the first set: ʻhurlʼ spear ʻbears-upʼ; ʻdivideʼ 
spear demands ʻinterceptingʼ; while ʻcollapseʼ, ʻsplitʼ and ʻbindʼ have direct correlations. The control cycle features the 
vertical ʻsplitʼ countered by the horizontal ʻdivideʼ and the upward-lifting ʻcollapseʼ versus the upward-lifting ʻbear-upʼ. This 
pair of polar opposites are connected by ʻbindingʼ.

Ⓐ split 火       Ⓑ divide 水 
Ⓐ bind 土           Ⓑ collapse 木
                   Ⓐ hurl 金

4 These last five correspond to the Taiji Eight Spear Five Word Rhyme (tàijí bā qiāng wǔ zì jué 太極八槍五字訣) whose 
original sequence was: ʻdivideʼ, ʻhurlʼ, ʻcollapseʼ, ʻsplitʼ, ʻbindʼ  (liè 挒, zhì 擲, bēng 崩, pī 劈, chán 纏). These are 
sometimes translated: ʻparryʼ, ʻspadeʼ, ʻpullʼ, ʻsplitʼ and ʻbindʼ.

5 In taijiquan the spear is sometimes referred to as a ʻstaffʼ, rendered either gǎn (桿) or gùn (棍). Usually gan equates to 
the ʻshaftʼ of a pole or stick while gun refers to the pole, stick or rod itself. However both terms are used to to describe the 
weapon when spear technique is practiced without the staff having an attached spear tip. Since gun is also the formal 
term used to describe staff-play based on actual staff technique, it is important to distinguish between methods which 
employ the weapon as a spear and those that use it as a true staff.
Other spear parts include: The ʻtasselʼ (yīng 纓) also known as the ʻbeardʼ. Indeed the ʻzhaqiangʼ (扎槍) or ʻthrusting 
spearʼ is also know as the ʻred tassel spear’ (hóngyīng qiāng 紅纓槍). Spear training continues with variations of the 
halberd (jǐ 戟). This adds ʻhookingʼ (gōu 鉤), ʻscrapingʼ (qiǎng 搶) and ʻswayingʼ (bǎi 擺) to the repertoire.


